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Abstract

This article describes the principle of prophetic communication in the Hadith. This type of research is qualitative. The primary data source is Kitab Shahih al-Bukhari. In comparison, the secondary data comes from related references. The research instrument uses the HadisSoft application. We discuss ten hadiths on prophetic communication, categorized into three points. Content analysis explicitly and implicitly extracts the principles of prophetic communication in Hadith to conclude. The results of the analysis show that the focus of prophetic communication is honesty. Honesty is a prophetic identity that must be attached to every form of communication. The implication is that violating honesty as a principle of communication is equivalent to breaking human interests. This article’s main contribution is to enrich Hadith’s study from the communication perspective, which is still lacking. Research on the principles of prophetic communication in Hadith can be developed, for example, the ethics of communication between cultures.
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A. Introduction

Hadith is a guide to the life of Muslims, including in communicating. Communication is a means of establishing relationships between a person and other people. That is why the development of communication technologies affects the current system of human life. Therefore, communication technologies provide significantly excellent pedagogical opportunities. Visual communication design has become integral to developing wireless and multimedia communication technologies. The designers wanted a higher degree of humanization. Wireless communication was also expected to be more cooperative to ensure accurate transmission. The various devices being designed will be even more effective through a precise communication library. This hope will be realized if honesty as a principle of communication is implemented.

Nevertheless, violations of communication principles have resulted in lousy interaction relationships. For example, disinformation caused a crisis of public trust in Canada in 2021. Guidelines on the principles of effective communication run inconsistently. The lack of knowledge of prophetic communication principles proved to cause destructive interactions and poor adjustment for young couples in Iran. The Middle East online region has also been confused as social media platforms have found false information about religion. In such conditions, the right solution is needed so that the internet spreads faith correctly in a fresh manner.

---

Communication disorders have also been shown to contribute to treatment incidence throughout the transition. Such circumstances require more excellent proactive preparation in a collaborative style of each skill to avoid ongoing mistakes.6

Hadith containing moral messages provides important clues about the principle of communication. Muslims believe Hadith has universal guidelines and teachings that benefit humanity.7 Therefore, understanding the meaning of Hadith for the benefit is essential.8 One study recommends displaying religious views on all current humanitarian issues.9 Research specifically exploring prophetic communication still needs to be more extensive. Through Scopus’ account, we found the research results on the art of prophetic communication.10 Based on content analysis, the study reported that the art of communication played by the Prophet Muhammad saw. has made him an accomplished communicator recognized by the world.11 Other research recommends an interdisciplinary approach, especially social science disciplines, to revive prophetic voices as a therapy for social life. Thus, the principle of effective communication is essential to campaign for the benefit of man.

This article aims to explain the importance of honesty as a prophetic principle of communication. Honesty is a prophetic message found in the Hadith, and to ignore honesty as a prophetic message is to ignore the interests of

humankind. The main contribution of this research is to enrich thinking in the communication field from Hadith's perspective, which is still lacking. It is also a recommendation that honesty as a principle should be attached to every form of communication. Critical studies of prophetic messages from various aspects of Hadith are increasingly encouraged to gain an understanding beneficial to human life.

B. Literatur Review

The importance of communication principles

Prinsip is the truth on which to think and act. Principles have an essential role in a concept, including communication. Therefore, to develop the principles of communication that are constantly changing, it must be based on the latest regulations and trends as well. If successful in generating the direction of effective communication, then problem-solving will work well. That is why one of the literature reviews confirms the necessity of understanding a principle. For example, to find out the influence of a person, what must be investigated is what principle underlies his thinking. Thus, the direction of communication will guarantee the quality of the information conveyed.

The importance of the principle of communication can be seen, for example, in how proper communication from humans teaches the vocals of songbirds, likewise against low-orbit microsatellite laser communications—recently tracking of the tunnel lens reflex laser communication pointing system to ensure the achievement of the common goal. If communication ignores a principle, it is sure to bring unbalanced information. The experience of disseminating information

---

during a pandemic that sometimes experiences misinformation provides an essential lesson for designing strong communication principles. Focusing on solid communication will reduce common mistakes in society.\textsuperscript{16}

Strong communication principles can build collaboration in communicating. Collaboration is part of a two-way dialogue to ensure practical commitment and partnership.\textsuperscript{17} For translators, for example, honesty becomes critical to forming collaborative working relationships and maintaining clinical authority at the therapist’s clinic.\textsuperscript{18} That is why communication design is one of the considerations for policy development and service innovation.\textsuperscript{19} Another study investigated indicators of the principles found in creating the Sabina collection. The results of the qualitative analysis concluded that the basic tenets of Sabina Collection design lie in authenticity, contemporary, color harmonization, innovation, and finishing.\textsuperscript{20} That means a principle attached to every phenomenon that occurs in human life.\textsuperscript{21} Thus, communication must have strong regulations to be readily accepted and gain trust.

Communication is the process of delivering or receiving messages from one person to another, both written and oral.\textsuperscript{22} Research in the field of communication is not widely carried out. For example, fiber optic sensors must be increased to make communication more effective. This tool makes short circuits interconnected, so
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communication on modern equipment usually runs.\textsuperscript{23} That is why, if the communication is carried out with honesty, then the communication will be memorable. However, it will be less impressive if communication is carried out less warmly.\textsuperscript{24} Thus, everything expected to interfere with the smooth running of communication should be avoided.

One of the things that affect a person’s communication is religion. The concept of communication-based on religious principles has been shown to influence the health communication framework in Malaysia. This conclusion was obtained after conducting a thematic analysis on forty participants using the Nvivo application.\textsuperscript{25} Arabic linguistic manipulation is also used to influence the people’s thinking in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{26} Therefore, a cultural approach to communicating religious appeals is carried out so that the community always complies with health protocols during the Covid-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{27} Communication styles influence even changes in people’s behavior; thus, the relationship between trust and one’s communication style is very weak.

Principles of Prophetic Communication

The Hadith is the second source of Islamic law for Muslims. Therefore, various aspects of Hadith have become the research focus, including communication. For example, research on prophetic messages is directed at examining the meaning of Hadith and the relationship between Islam and Kristen at


the time of the Prophet.28 Research on prophetic messages through algorithmic applications that contain keywords to facilitate the search for hadith documents.29 The Weighted Inverse Document Frequency (WIDF) method has been developed as one of the techniques for retrieving hadith information.30 Manuscript studies were also conducted to create hadith research.31 The hadith search engine in Indonesia using latent semantic analysis has been tested for success.32 Other studies have looked at hadith texts transformed into social practices, such as Hadith about affection.33 However, even if communication technology has been in control, honesty as a principle of communication is indispensable.

Honesty, a requirement for hadith narrators, has been used as a comparison to create a sophisticated trust management system.34 In addition to research on the chain of passages, the analysis of hadith texts related to communication has recently increased. For example, a study examining the meaning of Hawaab’s dog barking.35 Also, I will discuss the importance of jihad in the hadith perspective in Shahih al-Bukhari.36 Similar activities were also carried out to transform Caterina’s text to

find the meaning of polite prophetic messages. Through prophetic terms, a study also investigated the nineteenth and early spiritual texts and treatises reflecting the spiritual lives of saints.

In general, the Hadith about prophetic communication contains several meanings. For this reason, an in-depth study of Hadith that includes communication principles is needed. The results of the survey are then used as a guide in communicating. For example, Taha Abdurrahman blended Western communication theory and prophetic communication concepts. Eventually, Taha gave birth to a new approach called the theory of speech acts. Taha also proposed a deliberative model of political communication carried out with action. A female leader has also used the concept of prophetic communication as a model of legitimacy during the COVID-19 pandemic in Kenya.

Even the term prophetic dream is also the object of research by looking for answers to distinguishing the approach of plans and imagination from the explanation of revelation. The above information indicates critical studies of prophetic communication in Hadith are essential.

C. Method

This research uses a qualitative design with a literature study approach. Data collection techniques are carried out by searching for hadiths containing prophetic messages about communication principles. We discover at least four principles of prophetic communication. The four principles are honesty, gentleness, courtesy, and responsibility. This article is serialized because many hadiths contain the four

---


principles of prophetic communication. This first series analyzes the Hadith of honesty as a principle of prophetic communication. We chose the book of Shahih al-Bukhari as the primary data source to guarantee the Hadith's authenticity. We use the help of the HadisSoft application as an instrument tool. To find honesty hadith, we use the keyword honest. The supporting data comes from recent references that discuss communication issues.

The HadithSoft application finds five pulu seven hadiths about honesty in the book of Shahih al-Bukhari. However, after we looked at them individually, we found ten hadiths that directly contained prophetic messages about honesty. We divide the ten hadiths into three categories based on their meaning. The discussion session will guide those three categories. To make it easier to check thoroughly, we include the hadith sequence number according to the appearance of the HadisSoft application. The hadiths about honesty collected are then critically analyzed using a scientific approach to communication. Content analysis is explicitly and implicitly carried out to extract the communication principles contained in the Hadith and then draw conclusions. It refers to interpretive studies where data are analyzed based on content.

D. Findings

There are ten Hadiths on honesty as a prophetic communication principle in Sahih al-Bukhari. We display the ten hadiths in the form of the following table:

Table 1. Honesty as a Prophetic Nature (Hadith Nos. 6467 and 3976)

**The Messenger of Allah (PBUH) asked his wife, Khadijah, what had happened to me: I was worried about myself. Khadijah replied: It is okay, cheer up; Allah will not insult you forever because you always speak honestly and stand up for the truth.**

**The Prophet (Pbuh) stood before Bani Hawazin and said: the words I like the most are honest sayings.**

Table 2. Honesty as a prophetic message (hadith no. 2723)

*Ibn Abbas RA said that the Messenger of Allah saw commanded us to establish prayers and almsgiving, uphold honesty, fulfill a promise, and fulfill the mandate*

Table 3. Benefits of Honesty (Hadith Nos. 5629, 6442, 1972, 6514, 2151, 3206, and 2481)

*The Prophet said: Indeed, honesty will guide to goodness, and goodness will guide to heaven. If a person is always honest, God will record them as a natural person. Furthermore, the lie will lead to evil, and corruption will lead to hell. If a person lies frequently, he will be recorded as a liar.*
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*The Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said If you are honest, you will go to heaven.*

*The Prophet said: Honest traders will get blessings, and if they are not honest, even if they are profitable, there is no blessing.*

*The Prophet said: The good Allah gives after honesty is victory in the battle of Badr.*

*The Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said: A treasurer who is a mandate will carry out his duties perfectly and honestly and have an airy soul.*

*The Prophet said that three people had been trapped in a cave, then one of them said: O friend, there will be nothing to help except honesty.*

*There was a Badwi who promised the Messenger of Allah saw that he would practice the teachings of Islam perfectly, so the Prophet said: If he is honest, he will be honest.*

E. Discussion

Honesty as a Prophetic Trait

Honesty is one of the principles of communication. The first category of Hadith above informs that Prophet Muhammad saw was the owner and perpetrator of honesty. In such a capacity, the Prophet Muhammad was sent as the best icon representing all aspects of human life. Hadith containing prophetic messages is not only descriptive but words of a productive nature to determine the order of human life. The secret of the prophetic message becomes a communicative act that brings spiritual meaning into social life. Social inequality is likely due to the loss of aspects of morality. Therefore, the tragedy of humanity that occurs in society requires the service of prophetic communication practices. The goal is to rebuild public trust, especially in the political, social, and cultural fields. Thus, honesty is a prophetic identity. The person who makes prophetic identity a communication guide will find life's true meaning.

A prophetic gesture is also made to analyze different procedures against the transfer of orders that can stabilize the content. For example, qualified teachers can manage education based on honesty. Such competence is proven to increase spiritual power and intelligence. Communication based on religious elements has been shown to influence the formation of a communication framework. The honesty hadith taught in pesantren has contributed significantly to students' lives. That is

42 Sayadi et al., “Theology of Jiḥād Based on the Ḥadīth: Ṣaḥīh Bukhārī’s Perspective.”
why a cultural approach that refers to the involvement of pesantren is used to communicate religious appeals.\textsuperscript{44}

Uncertain social situations become an opportunity to inform honesty, a prophetic trait that must be followed. High honesty has always been associated with moral values as the basis of a valuable personality.\textsuperscript{45} Honesty and humility as the basis of openness are psychologically essential for measuring a person's individual. Honesty is a behavior that forms the basis of continuous social interaction. It can happen because of the trust between each other, but what led to the evolution of faith is still the work of the future.\textsuperscript{46}

Recently, a study investigated the character of signatures to reveal a person's personality, especially honesty. Another study examined the causes of personal complexity between honesty and lying through cognitive control. However, the results show no relationship between cognitive control and honesty or lies but rather the activity in the nucleus accumbens that promotes cheating. In contrast, the network of the prefrontal cortex promotes honesty. Today, it is essential to carry out a curriculum revolution that can contribute to overcoming the crisis of honesty. It is because aspects of today's social life have been transformed into falling hopes.\textsuperscript{47}

Honesty as a Prophetic Message

Prophet Muhammad PBUH commanded the establishment of honesty as one of the communication principles. The moral message in prophetic literature is an expression born of the affection of representing God for the benefit of humankind.\textsuperscript{48} That means religion presents the most profound message of honesty. Religion also provides broad insights for invaluable decisions. That is why James H. Cone, a prolific scholar creatively integrating Martin Luther's social justice theology with Malcolm X's black ideology, is considered a prophetic voice. Other research also
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investigates the definition of prophetic messages in the Gospels to address injustice. That is why honesty as a prophetic tradition must be followed to erode lifestyle gaps while enhancing effective interactive communication.

Communicative interaction is needed in communicating. Communicative interaction can only occur because of the presence of honesty. Therefore, everything that interferes with the convenience of communication should be avoided. Human beings must be sensitive to the individual’s communication style because all communication disturbances are confirmed to be the cause of dishonesty. The development of communication technology is designed for long-distance communication transmission. Unfortunately, honesty in communication still has difficulty being taught to each individual, and special training is still needed to realize the teaching of honest communication. Thus, a reliable strategy is required to improve the quality of communicative interaction in communicating.

Regarding principles, communication also looks for various appropriate methods so that the recipient can understand what is conveyed. Communication strategies play a role in facilitating the learning of communication partners. Observers of nutrition science are looking for the correct communication principles to get a message of change to patient behavior. The process of interaction is the process of communication by exchanging messages. However, what a lack of formalism to abstract a model so that synchronization remains assured. It is recognized that internet services have taken an essential role in the lives of today's human beings. However, the communication system's main problem is authenticity and privacy. Service providers, individuals, and organizations still seek unique communication principles to avoid mistakes. Therefore, honesty as a principle of prophetic communication becomes the main offer.

Benefits of Honesty for Human Life

---
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Honesty is a universal necessity, not only needed between fellow human beings but also for the tool used. Effective communication is communication that adheres to the principle of honesty. Because honesty has proven to be a weapon for doctors to captivate patients' hearts, the doctor must improve communication skills to carry out his procedures successfully.\textsuperscript{52} Established communication gives birth to three possibilities. First, if the communication is done with honesty, the communication will be effective. Secondly, it will be less memorable if communication is done less warmly. Thirdly, if the recipient does not understand the communication message, then the communication will fail.\textsuperscript{53} Thus, honesty will be an essential determinant in analyzing the decision of self-adaptation to the environment.

The benefits of honesty as a prophetic communication principle are also an essential determinant for technological equipment. For example, two-way cross-technology communication requires the accuracy of both sent and received messages. The development of communication technology today requires high-performance devices. The purpose is to ensure the authenticity of the information so that no mistakes occur that are fatal to life. The results showed that technology could guarantee good communication performance if it gets the effect of human honesty control. Therefore, mining against malicious instruction data is indispensable.\textsuperscript{54} It happens because the potential for dishonesty has not been resolved.

The concreteness of the message and punctuality also determine communication through social media, proving that the principle of honesty is the determining factor. Likewise, academic honesty and professional behavior are decisive in the online learning system. In a state of crisis, risk communication is created. Some countries may differ in communicating the impact of risk, but the honesty factor will determine their effectiveness. The disputes between politicians and the Press in the United States after the election of Donald Trump were caused

\textsuperscript{52} Ma and Chung, “Visual Communication Design Based on Collaborative Wireless Communication Video Transmission.”
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by each side claiming to be the owner of honesty and the other committing lies. In anticipation of such a condition, a trust management system was created to measure whether employees were honest or lying.

Honesty is the key to prosocial behavior that has the potential to reduce the hoarding of essential goods. Honesty is also tested through oaths. The results showed that lies could be suppressed if all employees were willing to swear voluntarily. That means the Oath can help give rise to more honest behavior. The potential for honesty will increase if there is great importance to be achieved. Honesty can be investigated through gender and age factors. The results showed that men are more honest than women. Meanwhile, in the age factor, parents are more accurate than young people. Similarly, scientists must follow moral values based on honesty.

Lately, honesty has become a rarity in people's lives, and dishonesty has become an automatic tendency in a person. Therefore, one study recommends ground communication in the family through honesty, trust, and compassion. Various theories emerged to offer ways of developing and facilitating productive social movements that led to the improvement of the crisis of dishonesty. Such expectations arise due to honesty as a principle of communication not socialized from the beginning towards individuals and society.

F. Conclusion

A qualitative analysis of the above Hadith shows that honesty is a prophetic identity. Therefore, honesty is a principle that must be attached to every form of communication because it is very beneficial for human life. This article implies that the violation of honesty as a prophetic principle of communication violates humankind's interests. This article's main contribution is to enrich Hadith and touch the thinking, which is still lacking. Research on the principles of prophetic

---

communication in Hadith can be developed, for example, the ethics of communication between cultures and others. Finally, the critical study of Hadith from various aspects to capture prophetic messages is increasingly essential.

A notable shortcoming of this study is that it only uses the Book of Shahih al-Bukhari as the only reference to find the Hadith of honesty. In addition, it only analyzes Hadith based on the meaning in general and has not analyzed linguistically the specific definitions of the honesty terms used in Hadith.
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